
Reading Intervention (3rd Grade) - Week of May 11-15

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the 
team of letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student 
struggles to accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify 
the vowel sound prior to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These 
words are a combination of sight words and words they can decode using 
phonics skills. These are common words students see over and over in 
print. They should be reading the words with automaticity. 

Multisyllabic Words & 
Words with Parts

Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. Student 
may underline the vowels in the words and break the words apart by 
syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read 
them fluently. 

Fluency Passage 

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of 
text and leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read 
this passage aloud daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal 
is not about reading the passage as fast as he/she can. The students 
need to strive to read the passage with accuracy, in phrases and with 
expression.  Maybe pretend to be a newscaster while reading.  



Phonics Sound Boxes

dge kn ow ou st -mb wr -tch -pt

br oll gr ai pl ck wh tr sion

-lt ur -ng sl ind -ct gl -nt squ

-ft bl -nd -mp spr cl pr fr ch

ee ir oy sk ie ph cr ew sp

str or gn ay igh ea sh spl th

old oe au scr fl alk tion oa ar



Nonsense Word Fluency
gom rup ged fet mun

chut blim shron phot whid

strit gark yend gane surk

gome spret horp vame shrut

murt broul shait knoit caint

frolt dreal scount poost nendy

hoil lacky gofle zown luel

toach vight blosty smewt nauple



Word Reading  Fluency
going leave while reading past

better try down kept done

beat drew better mine peak

paint phone feet prove pass

south work zero dive flood

steady refuse begun uncle tiny

shower explain label ticket though



Multisyllabic Words
grocery calculate simplify circulate

vitamin freedom ordinary sentence

prudent increasing balcony proclaimed

introduction relative argument combination

discarded unfriendly mushroom feasible

laundry considerate general dedicated

graphic compensate development flavoring



Words with Parts
prevailed distance mineral swiftly

consumer informally excuses continued

numerous pigment expression alarming

cattle several expandable unusual

struggle exactness preflight amendment

function mentally provision propose

numerous behavior negative punishable



Sentence Fluency
The queen is putting her crown on display for all 
of the villagers to observe.

The glow from the sun slowly faded as the 
darkness of night approached.

The growth rate of the eagle was so astonishing 
to discover during my research project.

Her frown disappeared when she noticed her teddy 
bear was hidden underneath the bed.

All of the birds have flown south for the winter 
to avoid the chilly climate.

The fair workers were unprepared for the massive 
crowd. 



Fluency Passage
Mother’s Day

   My stepfather and I surprised Mom on Mother’s Day. We
got up very early in the morning and fixed her breakfast. We planned 
the surprise the day before. We went to the grocery store and bought 
food and real flowers to make the breakfast special. We decided to bake 
waffles and serve them with fresh strawberries and whipped cream. We 
know Mom likes strawberry waffles because she had them once when we 
went out for breakfast.
   We told Mom to sleep in as long as she wanted. We said, “When you 
wake up, just knock on the kitchen door but don’t come into the 
kitchen.”
   I washed the strawberries and removed the tops. Then I put
silverware and a plate on a tray and Dad put the flowers in a little 
vase. Dad made the special coffee Mom loves. Then I helped Dad make the 
waffles. We used a waffle mix so it would be easier. We had to heat up 
the waffle iron first. The first waffle didn’t turn out too well so Dad 
said I could eat it. It tasted excellent even if it looked funny!
   The next waffle was perfect. Just when we had the waffles all 
figured out, Mom knocked on the kitchen door. We put a waffle
on the plate and spooned the berries on it. Then I squirted whipped 
cream over the top.
   We walked up to the bedroom and tapped on the door. Mom said, “Come 
in!”
   She said it was the best breakfast she had ever tasted.

   

   


